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In this paper we consider static analyses based on ab-

stract interpretation of logic programs over combined

domains. It is known that analyses over combined do-

mains potentially provide more information than ob-

tainable by performing the independent abstract inter-

pretations. However, the construction of a combined

analysis often requires redefining the basic operations

for the combined domain. We demonstrate for logic

programs that in practice it is possible to obtain pre-

cision in a combined analysis without redefining the

basic operations. We also propose a way of performing

the combination which can be more precise than the

straightforward application of the classical “reduced

product” approach, while keeping the original compo-

nents of the basic operations. The advantage of the

approach is that proofs of correctness for the new do-

mains are not required and implementations can be

reused. We illustrate our results by showing that a

combined sharing analysis — constructed from “old”

proposals — compares well with other “new” propos-

als suggested in recent literature both from the point

of view of efficiency and accuracy.
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1 Introduction

The framework of abstract interpretation [8] provides

the basis for a semantic approach to dataflow analysis.

A program analysis is viewed as a non-standard, ab-

stract semantics defined over a domain of data descrip-

tions. An abstract semantics is constructed by replac-

ing operations in a suitable concrete semantics with

corresponding abstract operations defined on data de-

scriptions. Program analyses are defined by provid-

ing finitely computable abstract interpretations which

preserve interesting aspects of program behaviour.

Describing program analysis as a non-standard se-

mantics is more than a theoretical exercise in aesthet-

ics. The semantic approach allows us to focus on the

abstraction of data. The framework of abstract inter-

pretation then determines an abstract semantic do-

main and an abstract semantics. Formal justification

of program analyses is reduced to proving conditions

on the relation between data and data descriptions and

on the elementary operations defined on the data de-

scriptions. This approach eases both the development

and the justification of program analyses.

In the case of logic programming languages, “data”

corresponds to substitutions and atoms. The basic

operations on data typically include unification, com-

position of substitutions and projection of substitu-
tions onto variables of interest. Proving the safety of

an abstract unification function is the major step in

proving the safety of abstractions for logic programs.

Introductory material for the subject of abstract inter-

pretation of logic programs can be found for example

in [11, 10, 13, 17, 22].

It is often the case that program analyses aim to

provide a combination of more basic types of infor-

mation. Typical examples in the context of logic
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programs are analyses for: groundless and sharing

[4, 16, 20, 23], modes and types [12, 15], sharing and

freeness [18, 24], etc. Typically, such combined anal-

yses provide more information than that obtained by

combining the information which might be obtained

by the corresponding individual analyses. Moreover,

efficiency can also improve as the increased precision

reduces the number of irrelevant analysis paths which

the abstract computation is obliged to follow. How-

ever, the design, implement ation and formal justifi-

cation of such combined analyses require new efforts

which do not directly benefit from previously designed

analyses.

In this paper we observe that in many cases it is

possible to provide combined analyses which do ben-

efit from previously defined analyses and which also

maintain a high degree of precision. In particular this

is the case when the analyses being composed contain

a sufficient degree of “overlapping” information. For

example, recent proposals to achieve better sharing

analyses by combining together the advantages of var-

ious old analyses [5, 24] can be derived automatically

with little effort.

The theoretical background for the current paper

haa been laid down already in 1979 by Cousot and

Cousot [9]. There, the authors illustrate that although

some precision can be gained by removing redundan-

cies from combined domains, still further precision is

gained by introducing new basic operations. Here, we

focus first on the precision that can be gained simply

by removing redundancies. We illustrate that for the

case of logic programs, this often provides a practi-

cal technique for providing precise combined analyses.

We also propose and illustrate an approach which al-

lows deriving more precise information by removing

redundancies and combining lower level operations in

previously defined analyses.

The rest of the paper is structured aa follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides the theoretical background for our

technique. This includes a brief introduction to ab-

stract interpretation following [8] as well as the def-

initions for combining domains as given in [9]. We

close Section 2 with an example for logic programs

which demonstrates how S@ndergaard’s domain for

(pair) sharing and groundless analysis [23] can be con-

structed by combining corresponding groundless and
sharing domains. In Section 3 we introduce an al-

ternative domain for this type of analysis proposed in

[16]. We identify the advantages of the two alternative

domains and propose to provide the “ultimate” shar-

ing analysis by combining the analyses respectively

described in [4] and in [20] for these domains. An-
other example involves combining the sharing analy-

sis of [4] with the Sharing+ Freeness analysis presented

in [18, 19], Section 4 provides an experimental eval-

uation of our approach. The combined analyses have

been implemented in the context of the &-Prolog com-

piler [14, 18, 20] by reusing components of previously

defined analyses. The results obtained are at least as

good as those obtained in recently developed analysers

which completely redesign and reimplement the basic

operations. Finally, Section 5 concludes and proposes

some directions for further experimentation.

2 Background

In the following we summarize briefly the theory of

abstract interpret ation as defined in Cousot 77. The

theory for combining domains follows the description

in Cousot 79.

Abstract interpretation

We assume the standard framework of abstract inter-

pretation as defined in [8] in terms of Galois insertions.

Definition 2.1 Galois insertion

A Galois insertion is a quadruple (E, a, D, 7) where:

1.

2.

3’.

(E, ~~) and (D, GD) are complete lattices called

concrete and abstract domains respectively;

cr : E + D and y : D + E are monotonic func-

tions called abstraction and concretization func-

tions respectively; and

a(y(d)) = d and e cI~ ~(cr(e)) for every d E D

and e E E.

In general only one of { a, -y } need be specified

since in principle a “best possible” CYcan always be

determined for a given ~ and vice versa. For simplicity,

in the following only the concretization function Y will

generally be specified.

Example 1

Let Parity = { 1, od, ev, T } and Sign =

{ 1,0,~,~, T } be complete lattices ordered as illtis-

trated in Figure 1. Let

{

11+0, evH{zlzmod2= O},
7parzty = 1od*{zlz mod2=l}, T~,2 ;

{

Lw(ij, o+{o}, +w{zlx)o},
7sagn= ~ I+{x Iz(O}, TI+Z 1

The following specifies the notion of approximation

which is then lifted from the primitive domains to

function domains:
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Figure 1: Parity and Sign lattices.

Definition 2.2 approximation

Let (E, CY,D, 7) be a Galois insertion and let p : E *

E and pA : D * D be monotonic functions. We say

that d e D -y-approximates e E E, denoted d MT e,

if e @ ~(d)l. We say that PA -y-approximates p,

denoted pA MT p, if Vd~D. e~E. dm7 e>

pA(d) CC7p(e).

Example 2

Consider the functions: k, dec, div :2 d 2 de$ned

respectively by Jx. x+ 1, Ax. x– 1 and Ax. z dw 2. Pos-

sible approximations for Parity and Sign are given by:

Concrete semantics are typically defined as least

fixed points of an operator on programs. Typically,

the meaning of a program P may be expressed as

[P] = ~p(fp) where fp : Den ~ Den is a monotonic

operator on a domain of denotations Den. A pro-

gram analysis will typically be defined by introducing

an appropriate Galois insertion (Den, a, Den A, 7) and

constructing an approximation f: : DenA + DenA

of jp so that the least fixed point of $$ is finitely

computable. This construction often takes a system-

atic approach which involves replacing the basic op-

erations in the concrete semantic operator jp by cor-

responding abstract operations in j$ (e.g., [10, 21]).

Given that these abstract operations approximate the

concrete operations it is generally straightforward to

prove that the derived abstract semantic operator ap-

proximates the concrete semantic operator. The fun-

damental theorem of abstract interpretation provides

the following result:

I G. dtematively if CY(e) ED d.

Theorem 2.3
Let (E, a, D, 7) be a Galois insertion and let p : E *

E and PA : D * D be monotonic functions such that

PA 7-approximates P Then Vp(~A) m~ Vp(P).

The “art.” of abstract interpretation can be de-

scribed as involving the following steps: (1) to choose

an appropriate concrete semantics; (2) to identify a

suitable notion of data-description; and (3) to pro-

vide good approximations of the basic operations in

the concrete semantics. Once this is done the founda-

tion is laid for deriving, more or less automatically, a

semantic based program analysis. Applying suit able

optimization to the fixpoint algorithm used in the

description domain, an analysis that is also efficient

can be built essentially automatically from it [2, 20].

In the case of logic programs the main step is to pro-

vide a notion of abstract substitutions and an abstract

unification algorithm. Other operations include “pro-

jection” and “composition” which safely project (i.e.,

on a finite set of variables) and compose descriptions.

The subject of this paper is centered around the

practicality of Given an appropriate concrete seman-

tics –point (1) above– and having found two or more

notions of description –point (2) above– together with

corresponding approximations of the basic operations

in the concrete semantics –point (3) above–, automat-

ically constructing an approximation of the basic op-

erations for a combined notion of description. Given

this construction a combined analysis is derived by

abstracting the concrete semantics.

Direct product analysis

Let E be a concrete domain and let (E, a,, D,, -y,)

i c { 1,2 } be Galois insertions. The direct
product domain is a quadruple (E, cr,, D, 7X ) where

D= DIXD2,7X: D + E is defined by

A(dl, d2). 71(dl)llE7z(dz) and crX : E ~ D is defined

by Je. (al(e), az(e)).

The direct product domain is not a Galois insertion.

Consider for example the domain Parity x Sign (see

Example 1). Observe that

crX(7X(T,0)) = aX({O}) = (ev, O)
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which is in violation of Definition 2.1. However,
given a function p : E ~ E and corresponding ~,-

approximations p: : D,+ D1fOri E{l,2?},

the direct product function p: : D ~ D defined by

~(dl, dz). (p}(dl), pf(d2)) is a yX-approximation of

p. The direct product function corresponds to per-

forming the independent analyses p? and p:.

Following [9] we proceed to lift the direct prod-

uct domain by considering the equivalence relation in-

duced by yX. This provides a Galois insertion. More-

over, sharper analyses can be obtained by performing

operations on the new reduced product domain.

Reduced product analysis

Let (E, a$, Di, ~a), a’ c { 1,2 } be Galois insertions

and let (E, a ~, D, 7X) be the corresponding direct

product domain. The relation z ~ D x D induced

by 7X is defined by d ~ d’ ~ yX(d) = y,(d’). The

reduced product domain is a quadruple (E, a+, D*, ~+)

where cY~ : E ~ D= is defined by Je. [a.(e)]= and

~, : D= + E is defined by A[d], 7X(d). It is straight-

forward to show that the reduced product domain is

well defined and is a Galois insertion,

Let p : E h E be a concrete function and let

P? : D, ~ Di, i G { 1,2 }, be corresponding ~,-

approximations. The reduced product function pf :

D. * D= is defined by

J[d]=. [(p~(dl), p#(d2))]=

where ( dl, dz) = nD [d]=, namely the smallest repre-

sentative of the equivalence class [d]=. It is straight-

forward to show that the reduced product function p:

is well defined and is a ~.-approximation of p. More-

over, in general the reduced product function is no

less precise than the direct product function. Exam-

ple 3 illustrates that p$ is potentially more precise

than p+. The reduced product function corresponds

to performing the original analyses over the reduced

product domain. Namely, over a domain of represen-

tatives that contain no redundant information.

Example 3

Consider the following program fragment under the

initial assumption that x = O. A parity analysis

will start with the abstract inittal invariant x = ev

while a sign analysis will begin with the assumption

x = 0. After considering the jirst program statement

the direct and reduced product analyses give respec-

tively divfl(ev, O) = (T, O) and div~(ev, O) = (T, O)=.

In the reduced product domain (T, O) z (ev, O) so after

considering the second program statement the reduced

product analysis gives incf(T, 0)= = (od, 4)= which

is more precise than the corresponding direct product

analysis incf(T, O) = (T, +).

program direct product reduced product
fragment analysis for a analysis for z

.s

{X=o}
{ (eV,O) } { (ev,O) } E

x:=xdiv2

{2$0}
{ (T,o) } { (ev,o) }=

Z:=z+l

{X=1}
{ (T,+) } { (Od,+) }

=

The previous example demonstrates how consider-

ing the interaction between the analysis domains can

sharpen precision. However, further precision may be

obtained by redefining the abstract operations:

Example 4

Define decA : (Parity x $ign)z ~ (parity X sign)=

such that decA is the same as dec~ except that

decA(od, +) = (evj +). This is clearly safe and pro-

vides a potentially sharper analysis.

program
fragment

+

{X=l}

x:=x— 1

{X=o}

reduced reduced product
product anal ysis with:
analysis decd(od, ~) = (eu, ~)

{ (od,+) } s { (od,~) } s

{ (ev, T) } { (ev,+) }= =

We conclude this section with:

An example for logic programs

As a simple example for logic programs, we illustrate

how SOndergaard’s domain for sharing and groundless

analysis [23] can be represented as the reduced prod-

uct of corresponding sharing and groundless domains.

The resulting reduced product analysis is equivalent to

that derived from the abstract unification of Codish et

al. [4] for this domain, First we provide some prelim-

inary definitions:

Let Var denote an enumerable set of variables and

PVar ~ Var a distinguished (enumerable) set of vari-

ables which may occur in programs. Let Sub de-

note the set of idempotent substitutions. Informally,

a set of program variables {xl, . . . . z~ } G PVar are

aliased or share if in some execution of the program

they may be bound to terms tl,~...ih, such that

var-s(tl) n -.. n vars(tn) # 0. A program variable is
ground if it is bound to a term t such that vars(t ) = 0.

A program variable is linear if it is bound to a term

which contains only single occurrences of variables.
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unification direct product
analysis

({ x},{ })

{ Ei,v)}
J ({ a’, Y },{ (X, Y), (Y, Z),(X, Z) })

T
({ x},{ })

({ X, Y},{ })

Figure 2: Direct and reduced product analyses.

Definite groundless information is described by

means of a set of program variables: D1 = 2pvar. Pos-

sible (pair) sharing information is described by sym-

metric binary relations on PVar: D2 = 2(PV”XPV”J.

For a relation R G Dz, zRy denotes that x and y are

bound to terms which may share a variable, XRZ de-

notes that z is bound to a possibly non-linear term.

For convenience we will let an arbitrary relation R

on PVar denote the smallest symmetric relation which

cent ains R.

Example 5

Consider the (abstract) unification

h(U, U,g(U, V)) =h(X, Y,Z)

under the abstract substitutions { X } E D1 and

@~ Dz specifying that X is definitely ground and that

there is no possible sharing between the other variables

which are dejinately linear. A simple groundless anal-

ysis will determine that after the unification the vari-

ables { X, Y, U } will be ground. A (pair) sharing

analysis which does not consider information in D1

may determine that after unification there is at most

sharing between

{

(x, Y), (Y, Z), (X, Z), (X, u),

(Y, U), (2, u),(z, v) }

The w analyses performed on a reduced product do-
main will eliminate the sharing on ground variables.

Figure .2 illustrates the results of these analyses re-

flected on the variables { X, Y, Z }. Such an analy-

sis is described in [~] as a formalization of [23].

In the following section we present a more complex

example and propose an approach to provide better

precision by removing redundancies at

lower level steps of abstract unification.

intermediate

3 Combining set sharing with

pair sharing

The following illustrates the practical benefit of com-

bining domains for a somewhat more realistic example.

We consider the combination of two different sharing

analyses, one over the domain A Sub of Wmdergaard

[23] and another one over the domain Sharing of Ja-

cobs and Langen [16].

The domain ASub of !?wmdergaard is that described

above M the reduced product D1 * D2. An abstract

substitution (G, R) ~ ASub describes those substi-

tutions which make (at least) all the variables in G

ground and have no more (pair) sharing than specified

by R. The concretization function, ~A.$ua : ASub +

2sub, is defined by

7Asub(G> R) =

{

V(z, y) E PVar2 :

( z E G ~ ground(z6) ) A

e ( z # y A vars(zO) (l vars(yO) # 0 a

zRy) A

( z ~ z * /inear(zO) )

As mentioned before a description of abstract oper-

ations for this domain can be found in [4].

The Sharing = 2
~PVar

domain of Jacobs and Langen

keeps track of set sharing. The concretization function

is defined in terms of the occurrences of a variable U

in a substitution:

OCCS(O,U) = {X E dom(6) I U c vars(XO)}.

If OCCS(O,U) = V then O maps the variables in V to

terms which share the variable U. The concretiza-

tion function ~sh~~,~~ : Sharing + 2 ‘Ub is defined as

follows:

ysh.,,~g(~) = {d E Sub I VU C Var. OCCS(O,U) E K}.
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({ }’{(2,X) }

(~, Y),(Y, Z)! )

‘{X’{l%%%-l})L ,

unification I ASub I Sharine

{

a,{x, Y, Z}, {Y},
{Z}, {A}, {B},{C} }

Figure 3: Pair and set sharing analyses.

As mentioned before, the abstract substitution is

composed of sets of program variables. Intuitively,

each set in the abstract substitution containing vari-

ablesvl, ..., Vn represents the fact that there may be

one or more shared variables occurring in the terms to

which q,. ... Vn are bound. If a variable v does not

occur in any set, then there is no variable that may

occur in the terms to which v is bound and thus those

terms are definitely ground. If a variable v appears

only in a singleton set, then the terms to which it is

bound may contain only variables which do not appear

in any other term.

The advantage of the ASub domain is that it cap-

tures information about linearity which is not cap-

tured in Sharing. In ASub whenever a term is known

to be linear it is possible to infer that the variables

contained in the term do not share, while in Sharing

such sharing must be assumed. On the other hand, the

Sharing domain is more powerful in the way ground-

less is propagated between variables. The reason is

that Sharing not only represents when two terms possi-

bly share, but also which variables are possibly shared

and which are definitely not shared. Thus, it can rep-

resent that a set of terms share all their variables, and

therefore infer the groundless of one term from the

groundneis of the others.

These differences make the two abstract domains in-

comparable in the sense that each gives better results

for some programs [7]. Several attempts have been

made to enrich one domain or the other to give better

results [6, 24]. Other combinations focus on adding

other types of information while at the same time im-

proving the sharing information [18]. These attempts

all imply redefinition of the basic operations for the

new domains. We propose the reduced product do-

main as the straightforward way to achieve the “best”
possible information given two anal yses. Moreover, we

claim that reasonable precision can be obtained with-

out redefining the abstract unification algorithms.

It is important to note that since the reduced prod-

uct is defined for two abstract domains and their ab-

straction (or concretization) functions, once the re-

duced product has been determined for them, it can

be used with any abstract unification algorithm de-

fined for the original abstract domains. In fact, in

the following examples and in the evaluation of the

technique given in Section 4, the abstract unification

algorithms used are the respectively improved versions

[4, 20] of the abstract algorithms originally given for

each domain.

Example 6

Consider the unification

P(X, Y,Z) = p(a, f(A,l?), C)

where the call pattern is of the form

{ xl-+ u, YHf(u, v), ztif(r7, w) }.

Namely, X, Y and Z are bound to linear terms which

share a common variable. Figure 3 illustrates the re-

sults of abstract unification for the domains ASub and

Sharing. The square boxes indicate redundant infor-

mation.

The Sharing analysis indicates that the pairs

(Y, Z), (Y, C), (A, Z), (A, C), (I?, Z), (B, C) in the

ASub analysis are redundant as they are not sub-

sets of a set obtained by the Sharing analysis. On

the other hand the ASub analysis indicates that the

set { Y, A, B} in the Sharing analysis is redundant as

(A, B) is not in ASub. Hence a reduced product analy-

sis would result in { {X}, {( Y, A), (Y, B), (Z, C)} }

for ASub and { O,{ Y, A}, {Y, B}, {Z, C} } for

Sharing.

The function Reduce yields the minimal represen-

tative of an element of the reduced product given an

arbitrary represent ative.
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Definition 3.1 Reduce : ASub x Sharing ~ ASub x

Sharing : ((G, R), S) * ((G’, R’), S’) zvhe~e

S’ = {sc Slsn G= O, Pairs(s) GR},

R’ = Rn(~:~, s x s),

G’ = ground(S’)

Pairs(s) = {(X, Y) < s x s I X + Y}.

The idea is that Reduce removes redundancies from

the representation of an abstract substitution while

preserving its meaning. This is achieved by: (1) elim-

inating from S those sets which indicate sharing not

present in (G, R), obtaining S’; (2) eliminating from

R those pairs which indicate sharing not present in S’,

obtaining R’; and (3) deriving those variables which

are ground according to S’, obtaining G’.

Note that the Reduce function can be extended

in a straightforward way for the combination of ab-

stract domains that are enhancements of the ASU b

and Sharing domains respectively. This is the case,

for example, with the Sharing+ Freeness abstract do-

main defined in [18], in which the Sharing domain is

enriched with freeness information by adding a second

component which represents the set of definitely free

variables. Both combinations of ASub with Sharing

and of ASub with Sharing+ Freeness are illustrated in

Section 4.

An additional gain in precision can be obtained if

redundant information is removed not only after each

basic operation (abstract unification), but also at in-

termediate steps inside the implementation of the cor-

responding algorithms. We illustrate this point for

the combination of the ASub and Sharing domains.

The abstract unification algorithms for the ASub and

Sharing domains defined in [4, 16] both follow the same

basic strategy when solving an abstract unification E6

consisting of an equation E and an abstract substitu-

tion 6. Namely, first reducing the equation E to a

solved form mgu(E) = { el, . . . . en}, and then SOIV-

ing each of the abstract equations e, hi in turn with

61 = 6 and 6,+1 the solution of eibi. Consequently,

the Reduce function can be applied at the intermediate

steps after solving each equation in the process. Intu-

itively one expects that choosing the finest granularity

will yield the most precise results and that remov-

ing redundancies as early as possible will be beneficial
computationally. The following example demonstrates

this point.

Example 7 Consider

E = {p(W, X, Y,Z) = p(f(A, B), f(a, a), A,l?)},

with mgu(E) = {W = f(A, B), X = f(a, a), Y =

A, Z = B}, call substitutions d~ = (0, {(X, Y),

(Y, Z), (Z, X)}) c ASub and d, = {0, {X, Y, Z},

{X}, {Y}, {Z}, {W}, {A}, {B}} ~ Sharing.

Figure 4 contains the results at the intermediate

steps of the (combined) abstract unification algorithm

in the case of a direct product analysis. The shar-

ing information in boxes will be removed if the Reduce

function is applied at the intermediate steps in the al-

gorithm. Note that if the Reduce function is applied

only at the end of the abstract unification then the re-

sult is less precise as the sharing between Y and Z is

possible according to both the final ASub and Sharing

components. Hence, removing redundancies at inter-

mediate steps is important to improve both the preci-

sion

4

This

and eficiency of the abstract unification.

Evaluation

section presents and compares the analysis re-

sults obtained for the following domains:

analyser domain

P ASub(pair sharing)

s Sharing(set sharing)

SF Sharing+ Freeness

P*S reduced product

P*SF reduced product

The respective analyses are based on the following im-

plement at ions:

P on the algorithms defined in [4];

S on the algorithms described in [20]; and

SF on algorithms defined in [18, 19].

The P * S and P * SF reduced product analyses are

implemented using the Reduce function. The anal-

yses have been carried out within the framework of

the &-Prolog compiler. This framework, implemented

in Prolog, is based on the abstract interpretation

framework of Bruynooghe described in [2], optimized

with the specialized domain-independent fixpoint al-

gorithm defined in [20]. The type of analysis to be

performed is a parameter of the system passed to the

fixpoint algorithm which in turn calls the appropriate

abstract operators. The system allows the compari-

son of precision of different analyses as well as of their

relative efficiency.

The abstract operations for the domains S and SF
were already supported by the existing implementa-

tion of the framework. In order to provide the results

for the combined analyses, an implementation of the

operations for the P domain was added. Once this

was done, integrating the P * S and P * SF analy-
ses in the system required a few additional lines of

code which, each time an abstract function is called

by the fixpoint algorithm, calls the corresponding ab-

stract functions (e.g., for P and for S), performs the
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1-

1=011a.t.inm6 I rmir x set sharine. =-------- ~—. . . .
-0

0,{ (x, y), (y, a,(~, q }> :$!yjyjy~jyl’{Hii):} { }
{~(X, Y), (Y, Z), (X, Z),
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{n{~~ ,],{lwq

J

}

Figure 4: Applying Reduce at intermediate steps.

Reduce function over the information inferred by each

analyser, and returns the resulting information to the

fixpoint algorithm. In the present implementation the

basic step after which the Reduce function is applied

is a full abstract unification.

The framework is based on a collecting semantics

which specifies not only answer substitutions for the

initial goal but also the intermediate bindings of vari-

ables before and after each call in the body of a clause.

In fact, the framework may be viewed as providing

approximations of variable bindings at the respective

“program points.” Approximations of these interme-

diate bindings are relevant for many applications such

as, for example, program parallelization.

When comparing the accuracy of the various anal-

yses we consider a variety of criteria including infor-

mation about groundless, linearity, pair sharing and

set sharing. We note that the pair sharing in an ele-

ment of Sharing is obtained by considering all possible

pairs as specified by the Pairs function given in Def-

inition 3.1. Similarly, the set sharing in an element

of ASub is obtained by computing the “closure under

union” operation of the S unification algorithm and

removing the redundant sets as done in the computa-

tion of S’ in Definition 3.1.

Table 1 lists the programs analysed, notes their sizes

and shows the analysis times in milliseconds (Sparc-

Station IPC, Sicstus 2.1, native code). The programs

are:

serialize a program to manipulate lists of numbers;

init-subst initialise two abstract substitutions to

have the same set of variables;

nrap-color a map coloring algorithm;

grsnrmar a program which generates and recognizes a

small set of english;

browse which is in the Gabriel benchmarks (as trans-

lated by T. Dobry and H. Touati);

bid which computes an opening bid for a bridge hand;

deriv a program which performs symbolic differenti-

ation;
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Promam sizes

Program # clauses # expanded clauses

serialize 12 12

init-subst 12 14

II Analvsis timesin milliseconds

s P SF P*S P*SF

9290 839 2620 1870 2530

1250 569 660 829 1080I ---- . . .

map-color 13 13 25 4600 1040

grammar 16 16 17 170 140

browse 32 38 115 51860 I cno

bid 53

deriv 62

+

,
rdtok 55 68 196 5670 4450 6879 6389 11510

read 88 92 344 8790 8380 9760 11069 12919

boyer 138 146 118 11040 3949 14600 7709 10480

peephole 134 155 357 20760 7990 14890 23029 25589

ann 181 222 594 93509 16789 44639 53269 65269

Table 1: Program sizes and analysis times

rdt ok O ‘Keefe’s public domain Prolog tokeniser;

read Warren and O’Keefe’s public domain Prolog

parser;

boyer a theorem prover also in the Gabriel Bench-

marks (as translated by E. Tick);

peephole SB-Prolog’s Peephole optimizer; and

ann a simplified version of &-Prolog’s parallelizing an-

notator.

Size measures include: the number of clauses in the

program, the number of clauses after preprocessing

and the number of variables in the program 3.

Example 8
The following illustrates the output from the re-
duced product analysis (P*S) for one clause of the
serialize program.

arrange ([X IL] ,tree(Tl, X,T2)) :-

!!S [[XI , [L], [Tll , [T21 , [Lll , [L211

XP [1, [1

split (L, X, Ll, L2) ,

%S [[XI, [X, LI, [L, L1l, [L, L21, [TII, [T211

XP [I, [[ L, LI, [x, LI, [L, L1l, [L, L211

arrange (Ll, Ti) ,

%S [[xi, [x, LI, [L, T1, L1l, [L, L21, [T211

%P [l, [[L, L3, [Li, Lil, [L, Til, [L, Lil, [L,L21,

x [x, LI, [T1, LIII

arrange (L2, T2) .

2The abstract framework opens up the clauses in which “if-
then-else” and “or” structures appear. Therefore, the real num-
ber of analysed clauses may be greater than in the original
program.

3we do not ~owt “Wiables in facts because the i~omtion

for facts is actually represented in the clause or clauses that call
them, in the abstract substitution just before and after such
calls .

xs CCXl, [X, Ll, CL, Ti, LIl, CL, T2, L211

%P [I, [[L, LI, [L1, L1l, [L2,L21, [x, LI, [L,T11,

x [L,T21, [L, L1l, [L, L21 ,[TI, LII ,[T2, L211

The results of the analysis are indicated as com-

ments within the text of the program. In this case the

%3 and XP indicate respectively information from the

Sharing and ASub domains. Thts indicates a total of

O (definitely) ground variables, 6 (possibly) non-linear

varzables, 15 (possibly) shared pairs and 9 (possible)

set sharings.

In contrast, performmg only the set sharing anal-

ysis S for the same clause gives the following output

indicating the less prec~se poss~bility of 65 shared sets:

arrange ([X IL] ,tree(Tl, X,T2)) :-

XS [[XI, [X, LI, [X, L, TII, [X, L, T1,T21, [X, L,T21,

X [x, TII, [x, TI,T21, [x,T21, [L] ,CL,TII, CL, T1,

X T21 , [L,T21 , [TII , [T1,T2] , [T21 , [LII , [L211
split (L, X, Li, L2) ,

W [Cxl, [x, Ll, [x, L, Til, [X, L, Tl,T21, CX, L,Tl,

% T2,L11, [X, L, T1,T2,L1, L21, [X, L, T1,T2,L21,
X [x, L, T1, L1l, [X, L, T1, L1, L21, [X, L, T1, L2],

% [X, L, T2], [X, L, T2, L1], [X, L, T2, L1, L2] ,[X, L,

x T2, L21, [X, L, L1l, [X, L, LI, L21, [X, L, L21, [X,

% Tll, [x, Ti,T21, [x, T21, [L, Ti,T2, Lll, [L, Tl,T2,

% L1, L21, [L, T1,T2, L21, [L, T1, L1l, [L, T1, L1, L21,

% [L, TI, L2], [L, T2, L1], [L, T2,LI, L2], [L, T2,L2],

x [L, Lll, [L, Ll,L21, [L, L21, CTil, [Tl,T21, CT211
arrange (Li, Tl),

M [[x], [x, Ll, Cx, L, Tl, T2, Lll, [X, L, TI, T2,

% L1, L21, [X, L, T1,L1l, [X, L, T1, L1, L21, [X, L,T21,

x [x, L, T2, L21, CX,L, L21, Cx,T21, [L, TI,T2, LIl, .

x [L, T1,T2, L1, L21, CL, TI, L1], [L, T1, L1, L21,

% [L, T2, L21, [L, L21, [T2]]

arrange(L2,T2) .

%S [[XI, [X,LI, [X,L,T1,T2,L1,L21, [X,L,T1,L11,

% [x,L,T2,L21, [L,TI,T2,L1,L21,[L,T1,L11,

% [L,T2,L211
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Results Discussion

The following two tables4 show the total number of

pair and set sharing for the S, P and SF analysers

and for the reduced product analyses. For pair shar-

ing the respective reduced product analyses basically

do no better than the P analysis. Similar results are

obtained when measuring the pair sharing only in an-

swer substitutions.

Total # of shared pairs

Program s P SF P*S P*SF

serialize 235 35 137 35 35

init-subst 5 72 5 5 5
map-color 76 74 73 73 73
grammar 11 11 11 11 11

browse 196 104 167 104 104

bid 11 0 0 0 0

deriv o 0 0 0 0u L
rdtok 185 48 51 48 48

read 11 1 1 1 1

boyer 242 93 222 93 93

peephole 386 310 310 310 310

ann 1935 1690 1694 1690 1690

Total set shared variables

Program I I I

m !!;p;II 1 1 1 I
bid 17 / 01--0/--0/ o

deriv II o I o I o I o I o

I
—.-. 1[ 1 1 1 1
rdtok 2191 571 471 441 44 H

read 12 1 1 1 1

boyer 417 132 375 100 100

DeeDhole 623 579 417 417 417. .
ann ] 3230 I 6447 \ 2543 I 2543 I 2543

In addition to sharing we have found that for our

benchmarks, with one exception, all of the analysers

give almost identical groundless information. For the

init -subst benchmark the set sharing domain de-

rives 126 definitely ground occurrences of variables

while the pair sharing domain finds only 33 (the com-

bined domain analysis derives also 126 ground occur-

rences of variables). In addition we found that the

reduced product analyses do not improve the linearity

derived by the P analysis.

4Note that the numbers here refer to tiie amount of possible

sharing and hence more precise analyses indicate & sharing.

The first observation is that the results obtained for

the reduced product analyses are always equal or bet-

ter than the ones obtained by the separate analyses.

Thus, the combined analyses are quite successful at

incorporating the good qualities of each of the com-

ponents. It is also interesting to note that P*SF does
not improve the results of PA-Sin terms of sharing (al-

though it of course provides in addition freeness infor-

mation). This is not surprising as freeness information

provides only a restricted form of linearity informa-

tion, i.e. that obtained from the knowledge that any

free variable is also a linear term, Thus, P*S seems an

excellent sharing analysis for the benchmarks used.

Although not of direct relevance to domain combi-

nation issues the results also allow a quite interesting

comparison of the basic analyses, P, S and SF. Ob-

serving the results for pair sharing we see that linear-

it y information (present in P, not present in S, and

partially present in SF) proves to be a powerful instru-

ment for increasing the accuracy of sharing analyses.

In terms of set sharing the situation is more com-

plex. Despite the lack of linearity information S com-

putes in some cases better set sharing information

than P, but still P does better in others. Freeness

information again improves the results of S but there

are still cases in which P does better than SF. This

gives more window of opportunity to the combined

domain P*S. It is strictly more powerful than any of

the others (except P*SF, of course) but the difference

shows up most in terms of set sharing.

Although it is easy to contrive examples for which

the domains which capture set sharing provide a more

powerful groundless propagation, it is interesting to

note that in practice (as far as we have observed) all

of the domains provide almost identical groundless in-

formation. This is partially due to the fact that our

analyses are goal dependent and because in most pro-

grams groundless typically propagates in a top-down,

left-to-right direction. The init-subst benchmark

is an exception aa it contains a predicate in which

groundless information propagates from right-to-left

even when it is called with the most instantiated query

mode. This is due to the way the program is written

to take advantage of tail recursion. We believe that

this phenomenon may actually show up more often

in actual applications in which efficiency has been a

major consideration during coding, and also when par-

tially instantiated structures are used. Also, we expect

the difference between the base domains with respect

to groundless propagation and consequently with re-
spect to both types of sharing to be more notable when

performing goal independent analyses [1, 3]. It is our

belief that for such analyses, combining domains is

even more beneficial.
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The analysis times also provide some interesting in-

sight into the approach taken towards combining do-

mains. The time taken for the combined analyses is

always less than the sum of that taken by each of the

analyses by themselves. This shows one more advan-

tage of combining rather than just running each anal-

ysis separately (in addition to the possibly higher ac-

curacy): steps of the fixpoint algorithm are shared

and the total time is decreased. But it is also quite

interesting to note that the total time is sometimes

actually much less than the sum of the times. This is

due to two effects. The first one is that if the unifica-

tion time for each analysis is not very high, then the

time for the reduced analysis is not increased much be-

cause the fixpoint algorithm steps, which are shared,

will then dominate the analysis time. This is specially

the case in our implementation due to the heavy use of

the database that is made for the fixpoint algorithm.

The second reason is more interesting: because of the

additional precision obtained with the combined anal-

ysis the abstract substitutions are potentially smaller

and thus less time is taken in the abstract unifications.

Furthermore, the additional precision can also reduce

the number of steps in the fixpoint computation. This

can be observed by comparing the analysis times of

P*S and P*SF for browse,

5 Conclusions and future work

We have shown how in practice it is possible to main-

tain precision in a combined analysis and obtain rea-

sonable analysis times without redefining the basic op-

erations. We have also proposed a way of performing

the combination which can be more precise than the

“reduced product” approach, while keeping the orig-

inal components of the basic operations. The advan-

tage of the general approach is that proofs of correct-

ness for the new domains are not required and imple-

mentations can be reused. In order to illustrate this we

have implemented a series of sharing analyses previ-

ously proposed and constructed two new ones as com-

binations of these. There are strong indications that

our automatically combined analyses in fact compare

well with other new proposals suggested in recent lit-

erature [5, 24] both from the point of view of efficiency

and accuracy. Moreover, we plan to further improve
our results by breaking abstract unification up into in-

dividual steps and applying the Reduce function after

each simple unification step as discussed in Section 3.

An important insight acquired from this work is

the realization of the ease in practice of the combina-

tion process, which cert airily required a much smaller

amount of work than that taken by the original anal-

ysers also implemented by us. This is of practical im-

portance because the precision and efficiency of many

analyses can be improved by combining various stan-

dard domains such as those described in this paper. In

many cases the improvement in efficiency is crucial for

practical implementations. We are currently applying

this approach to a number of ot her domains.
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